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"CRACKING THE CODE"—THE HUMAN GENOME PROJECT IN PERSPECTIVE [PART I]
Bert Thompson, Ph.D.

[EDITOR’S NOTE: Immediately after the
July issue of Reason and Revelation had gone
to the printer, the non-profit Human Genome
Project in the United States and its interna-
tional analogue, the non-profit Human Ge-
nome Organization, along with Celera Genom-
ics, a for-profit corporation, announced that
working together they had deciphered, for all
practical purposes, the genetic code contained
in the human genome. We were not able to
“stop the presses” on the July issue in order to
discuss this momentous feat, but hope that
R&R readers will enjoy our two-part series on
this amazing scientific accomplishment and
its implications for humankind.]

OnMonday, June26, 2000, thePres-
identof theUnitedStates andthe
Prime Minister of Great Britain

jointly called a press conference that not on-
ly received instantaneous, worldwide news
coverage, but also captured the attentionof
people around the globe (see Office of Tech-
nologyPolicy, 2000).As the ambassadorsof
Japan, Germany, and France watched (along
with some of the planet’s most distinguished
scientists, whohad joined themeither inper-
sonor via satellite), the twoworld leaders an-
nounced what one science writer called “the
greatest intellectual moment in history, bar
none!”—thedecipheringof the genetic code
contained in the entire human genome.

Thenewsmedia—bothpopularandscien-
tific—hada fieldday.The (July3,2000)bright
red cover of Time magazine screamed in
huge, yellow letters—“Cracking the Code!”
Uponopening themagazine to read the text
of the cover story, the reader was met with
anaudaciousheadline ingiant type thatan-

nounced: “The Race Is Over!” The July 3
issue of U.S. News & WorldReport covered
the story under the heading, “We’ve Only
JustBegun” (Fischer, 2000, 129[1]:47).One
week later, in its July 10 issue, U.S. News &
WorldReport assigned its highly touted edi-
tor-at-large, David Gergen, to write an edi-
torial that was titled “Collaboration? Very
Cool” about the success of the joint effort
(2000, 129[2]:64). The July 3 issue of News-
week contained a feature article, “A Genome
Milestone,”discussing theproject (Hayden,
2000, 129[1]:51). The June30 issueof Science,
the official organ of the American Associ-
ation for the Advancement of Science (Mar-
shall, 2000, 288:2294-2295), and the June29
issueofNature,theofficial organof its coun-
terpart in Great Britain, the British Associ-
ation for the Advancement of Science (Mac-
ilwain, 2000, 405:983-984), eachdevoted in-
depth stories to the “crackingof the code.”
The July 2000 issueof ScientificAmerican al-
so weighed in (Brown, 2000, 283[1]:50-55), as
did numerous other professional journals
in countries on almost every continent.

Emotionalexhilarationranhigh,andde-
scriptive adjectives flowed freely. Professional
writers, as well as some of the scientists di-
rectly involved in the events that led to the
decodingof thehumangenome, variously
described the results as the “holy grail” of bi-
ology and “the most important scientific ef-
fort thatmankindhas evermounted”—and
did not hesitate to compare the saga to the
ManhattanProject thatdeveloped theatom-
icbombin themid-1940sor theApolloProj-

ect that landed men on the moon on July
20, 1969. Time’s cover story authors remarked
authoritatively: “It’s impossible to overstate
the significance of this achievement” (Gold-
en and Lemonick, 2000, 156[1]:19).

Amidst all the hoopla, important ques-
tions arebound toarise. For example,what,
exactly, is thehumangenome?Whatdo sci-
entists mean when they say they have “de-
coded” it? What do these events mean for
mankind—eithernowor in the future?What
are thepotential benefits and/ordrawbacks
associatedwithsuchresearch?Whencanhu-
manity expect to experience them?Are there
any scientific, biblical, ethical, ormoral im-
plications to be considered? If so, what are
theyandhowshouldwehandle them?These
kindsofquestionsoftenaccompany the in-
ventionanddevelopmentofmajornewsci-
entific technologies, and deserve a well-rea-
soned, informed response.

THE SCIENCE OF GENETICS

One of the newest (and certainly one
of themost exciting) sciences is that

of genetics. After all, every living thing—
plant, animal, or human—is a storehouse
of genetic informationand therefore is apo-
tential “laboratory” full of scientificknowl-
edge. Genetics had its origin in 1865 as the
result of studies performedby anAugustin-
ian monk, Gregor Mendel, whose accom-
plishments certainly are worthy of recogni-
tion. Philosopher Richard von Mises stated,
in fact, that Mendel’s work “plays in genet-
ics a role comparable to that of Newton’s
laws in mechanics” (1968, p. 243).
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Gregor Mendel died in 1884, never real-
izing that eventually he would be known as
the “father of modern genetics” (see Consi-
dine, 1976, p. 1155). Many scientists since have
added to the knowledge he provided in re-
gard to this important new science. For ex-
ample, in1902,GermanembryologistTheo-
dor Boveri, and in 1904, American cytolo-
gist W.S. Sutton, building on the work of
another German embryologist, Wilhelm
Roux, documented that what Mendel had
referred to as Anlagen (genes?) were distrib-
uted throughout the body in the nucleus of
every cell in sausage-shapedbodies thatRoux
called“chromosomes”(fromtheGreekmean-
ing “color body,” because early geneticists
had to stain them with brightly colored dyes
inorder toviewthemunderamicroscope).

The effort to locate a gene, determine
what it does, anddiscoverhow it functions
was launched in 1906 when American sci-
entistThomasH.Morganbeganhis famous
studies on the chromosomes of fruit flies.
That same year, at a meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society,EnglishbiologistWil-
liam Bateson suggested the term “genetics”
as thenamefor thisnewscience (seeAsimov,
1972,p. 516). In1908,Morgan identified “in-
visible heredity units” (that later would come
to be known as genes) as being associated
withportionsof chromosomes.Then, in1909,
DanishbotanistWilhelmJohannsencoined
the term “gene” (from the Greek for “giv-
ingbirth to”) as thename for these “hered-
ityunits”—a termstill inuse today (seeBish-
op and Waldholz, 1999, p. 23). [Johannsen
also coined the two terms “genotype” and
“phenotype” to describe an individual’s in-
ner genetic make-up, and the outward ex-
pression of that make-up, respectively.]

The physical location of the gene, there-
fore, has been known only since the begin-
ning of this century. Shortly thereafter, it
became clear that almost every biochemi-
cal characteristic in all living creatures was
determinedbygenes. In1911, scientistspro-
duced the first chromosome maps. In the
1940s, O.T. Avery showed that traits could
be passed from one bacterium to another
byachemicalknownasDNA (seeAvery, et al.,
1944, 79:137-158). The eminent taxonomist
of Harvard, Ernst Mayr, wrote concerning
this event: “A new era in developmental ge-
netics was opened when Avery demonstrated
that DNA was the carrier of the genetic infor-

mation” (1997, p. 166). By 1941, two Ameri-
cans, George W. Beadle and Edward L. Tat-
um, had discovered that the genes’ function
was toproduceproteins—which serve both as
structural components of all living matter
and as enzymes that assist in the infinite va-
rietyofchemical reactions thatmake lifepos-
sible.Yet, asBishopandWaldholznoted:

Despite these remarkable discoveries,
the exact nature of the genes remained
a mystery. No one knew what a gene
looked like, how itworked, orhow the
cellmanagedtoreplicate its genes inor-
der to pass a complement on to its off-
spring. By the 1940s, however, a series
of discoveries began suggesting that
the genes were composed of an acid
found in the nuclei of cells. This nu-
cleic acid was rich in a sugar called de-
oxyribose and hence was known as de-
oxyribonucleic acid, or DNA (1999, p.
23).

The still-new science of genetics was ad-
vanced greatly by the discovery, in 1953, of
the chemical codewithincells thatprovides
the genetic instructions. It was in that year
that James D. Watson of the United States,
and Francis H.C. Crick of Great Britain,
published their landmark paper about the
composition and helical structure of DNA

(1953, 171:737-738).Nine years later, in1962,
they were awarded the Nobel Prize in Med-
icine or Physiology for their stellar achieve-
ment in elucidating the structure of DNA (a
subject aboutwhich Iwill havemore to say
later in this article, as well as in part two of
this series). British geneticist, E.B. Ford, in
his book, Understanding Genetics, provided an
insightful summary when he wrote:

What thenkeeps...living things ingen-
eral “on the right lines”?Whyare there
not pairs of sparrows, for instance, that
beget robins, or some other species of
bird:why indeedbirds at all? Something
mustbehandedonfromparent tooff-
springwhich ensures conformity, not
complete but in a high degree, and pre-
vents such extreme departures. What
is it, how does it work, what rules does
it obey and why does it apparently al-
low only limited variation? Genetics
is the science that endeavours to answer
these questions, and much else besides.
It is the study of organic inheritance
andvariation, ifwemustusemore for-
mal language (1979, p. 13).
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[Words andphrases inbold type within these definitions also appear in the glossary.]

Alleles—In diploid organisms, different forms of the same gene (arranged as homolo-
gous pairs, one having been donated by each parent) on the DNA molecule.

Amino Acids—The basic building blocks of proteins; organic compounds containing
an acidic carboxyl (COOH) group, a basic amino (NH2) group, and a distinctive side
group (“R” group) that varies in each amino acid and that determines the individ-
ual chemicalpropertiesof each.Twentycommonaminoacidsare foundinproteins.

Autosome—Any eukaryotic chromosome not involved in sex determination. Auto-
somes constitute the vast majority of an organism’s chromosomal complement.

Base—A nitrogen-containing (nitrogenous) molecule that, in combination with a pen-
tose sugar and a phosphoric acid (phosphate) group, forms a nucleotide.

Chromosome—Threadlike structure into which DNA is organized, and on which genes
(and other DNA) are carried. In eukaryotes , chromosomes reside in a membrane-
bound cell nucleus; in prokaryotes, the chromosome consists of a single circle of
naked DNA. From Greek chromos (“color”) because colored stains originally were
used to visualize chromosomes. Number of chromosomes is characteristic of a spe-
cies (humanshave23matchedpairs—22autosomepairs;one sexchromosomepair).

Codon—Thebasic codingunit in DNA/RNA; composedof a triplet ofnucleotides.
Cytogenic Map—The visual appearance of a chromosome when stained and exam-

ined microscopically. Visually distinct regions (“light” and “dark” bands) give each
chromosome a unique appearance; important in determination of aberrations.

Cytoplasm—The inside of a cell, excluding the nucleus and organelles, that is a matrix
containing dissolved/suspended ions and other molecules necessary for life.

Diploid—The number of chromosomes in somatic cells (as opposed to gametes) of
humans and animals. In diploid cells, each chromosome is present in duplicate (or
twice the haploid number). Diploid cells normally are produced by mitosis, which
doesnotreducechromosomenumber (as inmeiosis)butmaintainsoriginalnumber.

DNA—Deoxyribonucleic acid; a nucleic acid containing the genetic information found
in most organisms and which is the main component of chromosomesof eukary-
otic organisms. The DNA molecule is composed of two winding polynucleotide
chains that form a double helix. Each chain is composed of individual units made
of a base (adenine, cytosine, guanine, or thymine) linked via a pentose sugar (deoxy-
ribose) to a phosphate molecule.

Double Helix—The structural arrangement of DNA, which looks something like a
long ladder twisted into a coil (helix). The sides of the “ladder” are formed by a
backbone of pentose sugar and phosphate molecules, and the “rungs” are com-
posed of nucleotide bases joined weakly in the middle by hydrogen bonds.

Endoplasmic reticulum—A system of membranous sacs traversing the cytoplasm of
eukaryotic cells. Provides transportation for delivery of synthesized proteins or
for secretionof substances to the cell’s exterior in conjunctionwithGolgibodies.

Eukaryote—A cell characterized by membrane-bound organelles (such as the nucleus,
ribosomes, et al.). Animals, plants, fungi, and protoctists are eukaryotic.

Gamete—A haploid reproductive cell (spermatozoon or sperm cell in the male; oo-
cyte or egg cell in the female) capable of fusing with another reproductive cell dur-
ing fertilization to produce a diploid zygote. In sexual reproduction, each gamete
transmits its parental genome to the progeny. In humans and most animals, the
male gameteoften is smaller than its counterpart in the female, ismotile, and is pro-
duced in large numbers. The female gamete, by contrast, is much larger, immotile,
and produced in relatively small numbers.

Gene—The physical hereditary unit passed from parent to offspring. Genes are sequences
of nucleotides or pieces of DNA, most of which contain information for produc-
ing a specificprotein.Genes code for the structures and functionsof anorganism.

GeneticMap—Amap (alsoknownas a chromosomalor linkagemap) showing the lin-
ear arrangement of a particular species’ genes in relation to each other, rather than
as specific points on each chromosome.

Genome—The total genetic makeup of an organism (from Greek, génos, “generation”
or “kind”). Refers to DNA complement of a haploid cell, including DNA in the
chromosomes as well as that within mitochondria. [“Nuclear genome” refers
solely to DNA within the nucleus; “human genome” refers to all the DNA contained
in an entire human (haploid) cell, rather than just in the nucleus.]

Genotype—The genetic identity of an individual that does not show as outward char-
acteristics, but instead is a description of all genes that are present in the genome
regardless of their stateof expressionormodification.Phenotype often is apparent
to the naked eye; genotype can be determined only by specific genetic testing.

Germ cell—see Gamete.

Golgi Body—An organellepresent in eukaryotic cells that functions as a collection and/
or packaging center for substances that the cell manufacturers for transport. Espe-
cially useful in protein distribution.

Haploid—The number of chromosomes in a spermatozoon or oocyte; half the dip-
loid number. Haploid cells normally are produced by meiosis, which reduces the
chromosome number by half during the formation of gametes.

Meiosis—The ordered process of cell division by which the chromosome number is re-
ducedbyhalf.Meiosis is thekey element in theproductionof haploidgametes.

Mitochondria—The cellular organelles found in eukaryotic cells where energy produc-
tion and respiration occur.

Mitosis—The ordered process by which a cell divides to produce two identical progeny,
each with the same number of chromosomes as the original parent cell.

Nucleic Acid—see Polynucleotide.
Nucleotide—One of the structural components of DNA and RNA; composed of one

sugar molecule, one phosphoric acid molecule, and one nitrogenous base molecule
(adenine, cytosine, guanine, or thymine). [“Base” and “nucleotide” are used inter-
changeablyinreferringtoresiduesthatcomposepolynucleotidechainsofDNAorRNA.]

Oocyte—The mature, female reproductive cell (also known as an egg cell).
Organelle—A subcellular structure characteristic of eukaryotic cells that performs a spe-

cific function. Largest organelle is the nucleus; others include Golgi bodies, ribo-
somes, and the endoplasmic reticulum.

Pentose Sugar—Asugar that has five carbonatoms in eachmolecule [e.g., ribose (in RNA)
or deoxyribose (in DNA)].

Phenotype—The external, physical appearance of an organism that includes such traits
as hair color, weight, height, etc. The phenotype is determined by the interaction of
genes with each other and with the environment, whereas the genotype is strictly ge-
netic in orientation. Phenotypic traits (e.g., weight) are not necessarily genetic.

Phosphate—Also known as phosphoric acid; element essential to living creatures. Re-
quired for energy storage and transfer (ion state also serves as abiological buffer).

Physical Mapping—Shows specific physical location of a particular species’ genes on
each chromosome. Physical maps are important in searches for disease genes.

Polynucleotide—Also known as a nucleic acid. One of the four main classes of macro-
molecules (proteins, nucleic acids, carbohydrates, lipids) found in living systems.
Polynucleotides—long chains composed of nucleotide—form backbone of DNA, in
which two polynucleotide chains interact as their nitrogenous bases connect to
form what is known as the DNA double helix.

Proteins—Oneof fourmain classes ofmacromolecules (in addition tonucleic acids, car-
bohydrates, and lipids) in living systems. Proteins are composedof aminoacids and
perform a wide variety of activities throughout the body.

RNA—Ribonucleic acid; a nucleic acid that functions in various forms to translate in-
formation contained in DNA into proteins. Similar in composition to DNA, in that
each polynucleotidechain is composed of units made of a base (adenine, cytosine,
guanine, or, in the case of RNA, uracil, rather than thymine as in DNA) linked via a
pentose sugar (in this case, ribose rather than deoxyribose) to a phosphate mole-
cule. Generally is single stranded (as opposed to DNA’s double helix), except on oc-
casions where it (rather than DNA) serves as the primary genetic material contained
in certain double-stranded RNAviruses. Numerous forms of RNA, including messen-
ger RNA (mRNA), transfer RNA (tRNA), and ribosomal RNA (rRNA) are responsible for
carrying out a variety of different functions.

Ribosomes—The intracellular, molecular machines that carry out protein synthesis.
Associated with RNA and often attached to the endoplasmic reticulum.

Sex Cell—see Gamete.
Sex Chromosomes—The chromosomes that determine the sex of organisms which ex-

hibit sexual differentiation (e.g., humans, most animals, some higher plants). In hu-
mans, the X chromosome determines female genetic traits; the Y chromosome deter-
mines male traits. Since a single chromosome is inherited from each parent during re-
production, XX is female, and XY is male.

Somatic Cells—All the cells (often referred to as body cells) of a multicellular organism
other than the sex cells (gametes). Somatic cells reproduce only by the process of
mitosis; changes in such cells are not heritable, since they are not involved in germ-
line reproduction as sex cells are.

Spermatozoon—The mature, male reproductive cell (also known as a sperm cell).
Zygote—Thediploid cell resulting from the fusionof themale and femalegametes that

will grow into the embryo, fetus, and eventually the neonate (newborn).

As one science writer observed, “modern genetics is a formidable thicket of jargon” (Ridley, 1999, p. 5). Realizing
that, I have tried to keep technical terms to a minimum in this article. Some, however, are unavoidable. Therefore,
inorder toassist thosewhomaynotbe familiarwith scientific terminology, I amproviding the followingglossary.
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A LOOK AT THE WORKINGS OF THE CELL

As scientists have studied what Dr. Ford
called “organic inheritance and vari-

ation,”wehavecometo realize that thebasic
unitof life is thecell.Genes, chromosomes,
nucleic acids, and the chemicals that com-
pose them are found within the cells of ev-
ery livingorganismonEarth. It is quite ap-
propriate, therefore, that an investigation
into matters such as those being discussed
here should begin with an examination of
the structure and nature of the cell.

Anatomist Ernst Haeckel, Charles Dar-
win’s chief supporter inGermany in themid-
nineteenth century, once summarized his
personal feelings about the “simple”nature
of the cell when he wrote that it con-
tained merely “homogeneous glob-
ules of plasm” that were

composedchieflyof carbonwithan
admixture of hydrogen, nitrogen,
and sulfur. These component parts
properly united produce the soul
and body of the animated world,
and suitably nursed became man.
With this single argument the mys-
tery of theuniverse is explained, the
Deity annulled, and a new era of in-
finite knowledge ushered in (1905,
p. 111).

Voilà! As easy as that, simple “ho-
mogeneous globules of plasm” nursed
man into existence, animated his body,
dispelled the necessity of a Creator, and
ushered inaneweraof “infiniteknowl-
edge.” In the end, however, Haeckel’s
simplistic, naturalistic concept turned out
to be little more than wishful thinking. As
Lester and Hefley put it:

We once thought that the cell, the ba-
sic unit of life, was a simple bag of pro-
toplasm.Thenwe learned that each cell
in any life formisa teemingmicro-uni-
verseof compartments, structures, and
chemical agents—and each human be-
inghasbillionsof cells… (1998, pp. 30-
31).

Billions of cells indeed! In the section
he authored on the topic of “life” for the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, the late astronomer
Carl Sagan observed that a single human
being is composedofwhathe referred toas
an“ambulatory collectionof1014 cells” (1997,
22:965). He then noted: “The information
content of a simple cell has been established
as around 1012 bits, comparable to about a

hundred million pages of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica” (22:966). Evolutionist Richard
Dawkins acknowledged that the cell’s nucle-
us “contains a digitally coded database larger,
in informationcontent, thanall 30volumes
of theEncyclopaediaBritannicaput together.
And this figure is for each cell, not all the
cells of abodyput together” (1986,pp. 17-18,
emp. inorig.).Dr. Saganestimated that if a
person were to count every letter in every
word ineverybookof theworld’s largest li-
brary (approximately 10millionvolumes), the
total number of letters would be 1012, which
suggests that the “simple cell” contains the
informationequivalentof theworld’s larg-
est library (1974, 10:894)! Stephen C. Meyer
suggested:

Since the late 1950s advances in mo-
lecular biology andbiochemistry have
revolutionized our understanding of
the miniature world within the cell.
Modernmolecularbiologyhas revealed
that living cells—the fundamentalunits
of life—possess the ability to store, edit
and transmit information and to use
informationtoregulate theirmost fun-
damentalmetabolic processes. Far from
characterizing cells as simple “homo-
geneousglobulesofplasm,”asdidErnst
Haeckel andothernineteenth-century
biologists,modernbiologistsnowde-
scribe cells as, among other things,
“distributive real-time computers” and
complex information processing sys-
tems (1998, pp. 113-114).

Somuch for the “simple” cell beinga lit-
tle lump of albuminous combination of car-
bon, as Haeckel once put it.

Cells are filledwith a variety of organelles
suchas ribosomes (whichaid inproteinpro-
duction),Golgi bodies (whichpackagepro-
teins), the endoplasmic reticulum(the trans-
port systemof the cell),mitochondria (which
manufacture energy), vacuoles (which aid in
intracellular cleaning processes), etc. Further-
more, cells are absolute marvels of design
when it comes to reproducing themselves.
Cellular reproductionconsistsofat least two
important functions—duplication of the
cell’s complement of genetic material and
cleavageof thecell’s cytoplasmicmatrix into
two distinct yet separate parts. However, not
all cells reproduce in the same manner.

Speaking in general terms, there are two
basic types of cells found in organisms that

procreate sexually. First, there are so-
matic (body) cells that contain a full
complement (the diploid number) of
genes. Second, there are germ (egg and
sperm) cells that containhalf the com-
plement (thehaploidnumber)ofgenes.
Likely, the reason that germ cells (ga-
metes) contain only half the normal
genetic content is fairlyobvious. Since
the geneticmaterial in the twogametes
is combined during procreation in
order to formazygote (whichwill de-
velop first into anembryo, then into
a fetus, and eventually into the neo-
nate), in order to ensure that the zy-
gote has the normal, standard chro-
mosome number the gametes always
must contain exactly half that neces-
sarynumber.AsWeiszandKeoghex-

plained in their widely used textbook, Ele-
ments of Biology:

One consequence of every sexual pro-
cess is that a zygote formed from two
gametespossesses twice thenumberof
chromosomes present in a single ga-
mete. An adult organism developing
from such a zygote would consist of
cells having a doubled chromosome
number. If the next generation is again
produced sexually, the chromosome
numberwouldquadruple, and thispro-
cess of progressive doublingwould con-
tinue indefinitely through successive
generations. Such events do not hap-
pen, and chromosomenumbers do stay
constant from one life cycle to the next
(1977, p. 331).

Why is it, though, that chromosomenum-
bers “do stay constant from one life cycle to
the next?” The answer, of course, has to do

Figure 1 — Simplified representation of a typical eukaryotic cell as
rendered by Gabriela Weaver of Colorado University at Denver.
Used by permission of Dr. Weaver and The Food Zone [http://
Kauai.cudenver.edu:3010/]
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with the two different types of cellular di-
vision.All somaticcells reproducebythepro-
cess known as mitosis. Most cells in sexu-
ally reproducing organisms possess a nu-
cleus that containsapresetnumberofchro-
mosomes. Inmitosis, celldivision is “amath-
ematically precise doubling of the chromo-
somesand their genes.The twochromosome
sets soproducedthenbecomeseparatedand
become part of two newly formed nuclei”
so that “the net result of cell division is the
formationof twocells thatmatch eachoth-
er and the parent cell precisely in their gene
contents and that contain approximately
equal amounts and types of all other com-
ponents” (Weisz and Keogh, 1977, pp. 322,
325).Thus,mitosis carefullymaintainsacon-
stant diploid chromosome number during
cellular division. For example, inhuman so-
matic cells, there are 46 chromosomes. Dur-
ing mitosis, from the original “parent” cell
twonew“daughter” cells are produced, each
ofwhich thencontains46chromosomes.

Germcells,ontheotherhand, reproduce
by a process known as meiosis. During this
type of cellular division, the diploid chro-
mosome number is halved (“meiosis” de-
rives from the Greek meaning to split or di-
vide). So, touse the exampleof thehuman,
the diploid chromosome complement of
46 is reduced to23 ineachoneof thenewly
formed cells. As Weisz and Keogh observed:
“Meiosis occurs in every life cycle that in-
cludes a sexual process—inotherwords,more
or lessuniversally.… It is the functionofmei-
osis to counteract the chromosome-doubling
effect of fertilizationby reducingadoubled
chromosome number to half. The unreduced
doubledchromosomenumber,beforemei-

osis, is called the diploid number; the re-
duced number, after meiosis, is thehaploid
number” (p. 331, emp. inorig.). Inhis book,
ThePanda’sThumb, evolutionistStephenJay
Gould discussed the marvel of meiosis.

Meiosis, the splitting of chromosome
pairs in the formationof sex cells, rep-
resents one of the great triumphs of
good engineering in biology. Sexual re-
production cannot work unless eggs
and spermeach containpreciselyhalf
thegenetic informationofnormalbody
cells. Theunionof twohalves by ferti-
lization restores the full amount of ge-
netic information…. This halving, or
“reduction division,” occurs during
meiosis when the chromosomes line
up in pairs and pull apart, one mem-
ber of eachpairmoving to eachof the
sex cells. Our admiration for the pre-
cision of meiosis can only increase
when we learn that cells of some ferns
contain more than 600 pairs of chro-
mosomesand that, inmost cases,mei-
osis splits each pair without error (1980,
p. 160).

And it is not just meiosis that works in
most instanceswithout error.Evolutionist
John Gribbin admitted, for example, that
“...once a fertilized, singlehumancell begins
to develop, the original plans are faithfully
copied each time the cell divides (a process
calledmitosis) so that everyoneof the thou-
sandmillionmillion cells inmybody, and
inyours,containsaperfectreplicaoftheorig-
inal plans for the whole body” (1981, p. 193,
emp.added,parentheticalcommentinorig.).

Regarding the“perfect replica”produced
in cellular division, the lateUnitedNations
scientist A.E. Wilder-Smith observed:

The Nobel laureate, F.H. Crick has said
that if one were to translate the coded
information on one human cell into
book form, one would require one
thousand volumes each of five hun-
dredpages todo so.Andyet themech-
anism of a cell can copy faithfully at
celldivisionall this informationofone
thousand volumes each of five hundred
pages in just twenty minutes (1976, p.
258).

InformationscientistWernerGitt remarked:

The DNA is structured in such a way
that it canbereplicatedevery timeacell
divides in two. Each of the two daugh-
ter cells has tohave identically the same
genetic information after the division
andcopyingprocess. This replication
is so precise that it can be compared to
280 clerks copying the entire Bible se-
quentially each one from the previous
one, with at most a single letter being
transposed erroneously in the entire
copying process…. One cell division
lasts from 20 to 80 minutes, and dur-
ing this time the entire molecular li-
brary, equivalent to one thousand
books, is copiedcorrectly (1997,p.90).

But as great an engineering triumph as
cellulardivisionandreproductionare, they
representonlyasmallpartof thestoryregard-
ing themarvelousdesignbuilt intoeach liv-
ing cell.AsWilder-Smith alsonoted, the con-
tinuedconstructionandmetabolismofacell
are “dependentupon its internal ‘handwrit-
ing’ in thegenetic code.Everything, even life
itself, is regulatedfromabiologicalviewpoint
by the informationcontained in this genetic
code. All syntheses are directed by this in-
formation” (1976, p. 254).

Since all living things are storehouses of
genetic information (i.e., within the genetic
code), and since it is this cellular code that
regulates life and directs its synthesis, the
importance of the study of this code hardly
can be overstated.

THE GENETIC CODE—
ITS FUNCTION AND DESIGN

Faithful, accurate cellulardivision is crit-
ically important,ofcourse,becausewith-

out it life could not continue. But neither
could life sustain itself without the existence
andcontinuationof the extremely intricate
genetic codecontainedwithineachcell. Sci-
entific studies have shown that the heredi-
tary informationcontained in the code found
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within the nucleus of the living cell is uni-
versal in nature. Regardless of their respec-
tive views on origins, all scientists acknowl-
edge this.EvolutionistRichardDawkinsob-
served: “The genetic code is universal.... The
complete word-for-word universality of the
genetic dictionary is, for the taxonomist,
toomuchofagood thing” (1986,p. 270).Cre-
ationist Darrel Kautz agreed: “It is recog-
nizedbymolecular biologists that the genetic
code is universal, irrespective of how dif-
ferent living things are in their external ap-
pearances” (1988, p. 44).Or, asMattRidley
put it in his 1999 book, Genome:

Wherever you go in the world, what-
ever animal, plant, bug or blob you
look at, if it is alive, it will use the same
dictionary and know the same code.
All life is one. The genetic code, bar
a few tiny local aberrations,mostly for
unexplained reasons in the ciliate pro-
tozoa, is the same in every creature.
We all use exactly the same language.

This means—and religious people
might find this a useful argument
—that there was only one creation,
onesingleeventwhenlifewasborn....
The unity of life is an empirical fact
(pp. 21-22, emp. added).

It is the genetic code which ensures that
living things reproduce faithfully“after their
kind,” exactly as the principles of genetics
state that they should. Such faithful repro-
duction, of course, is due both to the im-
mense complexity and the intricate design
of that code. It is doubtful that anyone cog-
nizant of the facts would speak of the “sim-
ple” genetic code. A.G. Cairns-Smith has ex-
plained why:

Everyorganismhas in it a storeofwhat
is calledgenetic information.... Iwill
refer to an organism’s genetic infor-
mation store as its Library.... Where is
theLibrary in such amulticellular or-
ganism?Theanswer is everywhere.With
a few exceptions every cell in a multi-
cellular organism has a complete set
of all the books in theLibrary.As such
an organism grows, its cells multiply
and in the process the complete central
Library gets copied again and again....
The human Library has 46 of these
cord-like books in it. They are called
chromosomes. They are not all of the
same size, but an average one has the
equivalent of about 20,000 pages....
Man’s Library, for example, consists
of a set of construction and service

manuals that run to the equivalent of
about a million book-pages together
(1985, pp. 9,10, emp. in orig.).

Wilder-Smith concurredwith such anassess-
ment when he wrote:

Now,whenweare confrontedwith the
genetic code, we are astounded at once
at its simplicity, complexity and the
mass of information contained in it.
One cannot avoid being awed at the
sheer density of information contained
in such a miniaturized space. When
one considers that the entire chemical
information required to construct a
man, elephant, frog, or an orchid was
compressed into two minuscule repro-
ductive cells, one canonlybe astound-
ed. Only a sub-human could not be
astounded. The almost inconceivably
complex information needed to syn-
thesizeaman,plant,oracrocodile from
air, sunlight, organic substances, car-
bondioxideandminerals is contained
in these two tiny cells. If one were to
request an engineer to accomplish this
feat of information miniaturization,
onewouldbe considered fit for thepsy-
chiatric line (1976, pp. 257-259, emp.
in orig.).

It isno lessamazingto learnthatevenwhat
some would call “simple” cells (e.g., bacte-
ria) have extremely large and complex “li-
braries”ofgenetic informationstoredwith-
in them. For example, the bacterium Esche-
richia coli,which isbynomeans the “simplest”
cell known, is a tiny rodonly a thousandth
of a millimeter across and about twice as
long,yet“it is an indicationof thesheercom-
plexity of E. coli that its Library runs to a
thousand page-equivalent” (Cairns-Smith,
p. 11).BiochemistMichaelBehehas suggest-
ed that the amount of DNA in a cell “varies
roughly with the complexity of the organ-
ism” (1998,p. 185).There arenotable excep-
tions,however.Humans, for example,have
about 100 times more of the genetic-code-
bearing molecule (DNA) than bacteria, yet
salamanders, which are amphibians, have
20 timesmoreDNAthanhumans(seeHitch-
ing, 1982, p. 75). Humans have roughly 30
timesmore DNA than some insects, yet less
than half that of certain other insects (see
Spetner, 1997, p. 28).

It does not take much convincing, be-
yond facts such as these, to see that the ge-
netic code is characterized by orderliness,
complexity, and adeptness in function.The
order and complexity themselves are noth-

ing short of phenomenal. But the func-
tionof this code isperhaps itsmost impres-
sivefeature,asWilder-Smithexplainedwhen
he suggested that the coded information

...may be compared to a book or to a
video or audiotape, with an extra fac-
tor coded into it enabling the genetic
information, under certain environ-
mental conditions, to read itself and
thentoexecute the information it reads.
It resembles, that is, a hypothetical ar-
chitect’s plan of a house, which plan
not only contains the information on
how to build the house, but which can,
when thrown into the garden, build
entirely of its own initiative the house
all on itsownwithout theneed for con-
tractors or anyother outside building
agents.... Thus, it is fair to say that the
technology exhibited by the genetic
code is orders ofmagnitudehigher than
any technology man has, until now,
developed. What is its secret? The se-
cret lies in its ability to store and to ex-
ecute incrediblemagnitudesof concep-
tual information in the ultimate mo-
lecular miniaturization of the infor-
mation storage and retrieval system of
the nucleotides and their sequences
(1987, p. 73, emp. in orig.).

This “ability to store and to execute incred-
iblemagnitudesofconceptual information”
is where DNA comes intoplay. In their book,
The Mystery of Life’s Origin, Thaxton, Brad-
ley, and Olsen discussed the DNA-based ge-
neticcodeelucidatedbyCrickandWatson.

According to their now-famous model,
hereditary information is transmitted
from one generation to the next by
meansof a simple code resident in the
specific sequence of certain constitu-
ents of the DNA molecule.... Thebreak-
throughbyCrick andWatsonwas their
discovery of the specific key to life’s
diversity. Itwas the extraordinarily com-
plex yet orderly architecture of the DNA
molecule. They had discovered that
there is in fact a code inscribed in this
“coil of life,” bringing a major advance
in our understanding of life’s remark-
able structure (1984, p. 1).

How important is the “coil of life” rep-
resented in theDNAmolecule?Wilder-Smith
concluded: “The informationstoredon the
DNA-molecule is that which controls totally,
as farasweatpresentknow,by its interaction
with its environment, the development of
all biological organisms” (1987, p. 73). Pro-
fessorE.H.Andrews summarizedhowthis
can be true:
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The way the DNA code works is this.
The DNA molecule is like a template or
pattern for the making of other mol-
ecules called “proteins.” ...These pro-
teins then control the growth and ac-
tivity of the cell which, in turn, con-
trols the growth and activity of the
whole organism (1978, p. 28).

Thus, the DNA contains the information
that allows proteins to be manufactured, and
the proteins control cell growth and func-
tion, which ultimately are responsible for
each organism. The genetic code, as found
within the DNA molecule, is vital to life as
we know it. In his book, Let Us Make Man,
Bruce Anderson referred to it as “the chief
executive of the cell in which it resides, giv-
ing chemical commands to control every-
thing that keeps the cell alive and function-
ing” (1980,p. 50).Kautz followed this same
line of thinking when he stated:

The information in DNA is sufficient
for directing and controlling all the
processes which transpire within a cell
including diagnosing, repairing, and
replicating the cell. Thinkof anarchi-
tectural blueprint having the capac-
ity of actually building the structure
depicted on the blueprint, of main-
taining that structure in good repair,
and even replicating it (1988, p. 44).

Likely,manypeoplehavenot considered
the exact terminology with which the ge-
netic code is described in the scientific liter-
ature. Lester and Bohlin observed:

TheDNA in livingcells contains coded
information. It is not surprising that
so many of the terms used in describ-
ing DNA and its functions are language
terms. We speak of the genetic code.
DNA is transcribed into RNA. RNA is
translated into protein.... Such des-
ignations are not simply convenient or
just anthropomorphisms. They accu-
rately describe the situation (1984, pp.
85-86, emp. in orig.).

Kautz thus concluded:

The information in the DNA molecule
had to have been imposed upon it by
someoutside source just asmusic is im-
posed on a cassette tape. The informa-
tion inDNAispresented incodedform
as explained previously, and codes are
not known to arise spontaneously….
Further, consider that human beings
have learned to store information on
clay tablets, stone,papyrus,paper, film,
magnetic media such as audio and vid-
eo cassettes, microchips, etc. Yet hu-

man technologyhasnot yet advanced
to the point of storing information
chemically as it is in theDNA molecule
(1988, pp. 44,45, emp. in orig.).

How, then, did this complex chemical
code arise? What “outside source” imposed
the information on the DNA molecule? And
where does the Human Genome Project fit
into all of this?

[to be continued]
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ANNOUNCING: THE NEW DiscoveryMagazine.com WEB SITE
Aside from our own souls, hardly anything in this world

matters more to those of us who are Christian parents or
grandparents than the souls of our children and grandchil-
dren. Twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a
year, we strive to keep them as far from the world, and as close
to God, as possible. We at Apologetics Press take the matter of
children’s souls very seriously. In fact, one of our goals is to
do all we can, with what we can, while we
can, to protect the souls of our children
and grandchildren. To lose one is to lose
too many!

Therefore, in January 1990, we began
publishing Discovery, a beautiful, eight-
page, full-color monthly magazine on
Scripture and science for children. Cur-
rently, more than 8,000 children receive
Discovery every month. Each issue con-
tains intriguing, faith-building articles
—written by dedicated Christians—about
God’s Word and God’s world. Discovery
has been a tremendous success story.

Butwe atApologetics Press neverhave
been ones to “rest on our laurels”—espe-
cially where the souls of our children or
grandchildren are concerned. Therefore,
it is with a great deal of pleasure, some seemingly appropriate
fanfare, and yes, even a little personal pride, that I announce
our new Web site for children—DiscoveryMagazine.com!

My staff has been working diligently on the new site for
months. Much of the credit for the dream finally becoming
reality goes to Trevor Major, our Director of Scientific Infor-
mation. As editor of Discovery,Trevor personally designed the
site, selected thematerials to be includedon it, and did much
of the electronic file preparation necessary to make it work.

Assisting him have been Charles McCown, our Production
Manager, Jim Estabrook, our General Manager, and Sam Esta-
brook, our Manager of Information Systems. [I’ve heard it
said that a truly intelligent man surrounds himself with peo-
ple who are smarter than he is. I, therefore, must be “truly in-
telligent”—because my staff is nothing short of brilliant!]
Each of these dedicated Christians deserves a vote of thanks

for the long hours and hard work that
have beendevoted to thenewWeb site.

When you log on, I think you will be
thrilled at what you find. For example,
one of kids’ favorite Discovery features is
our slinking sleuth, Digger Doug. When
kids have questions, our friendly mole
“digs deep” to find the answers for them.
All the questions Digger Doug has re-
ceived to date (almost 100!) are listed—and
answered—on theWeb site.Mountains of
fascinating information, and hours of
great reading, await every child (or adult!)
who visits the site.

In addition, there is a section that an-
swers frequently asked questions about
Discovery,a sample issue of the magazine,
a formyou canuse to request a free print-

ed issue, a subscription form, etc. And this is only the first tier
of a three-tiered approach we are taking in building the site.
In the not-too-distant future, we will be adding materials
that can be downloaded by children (or Bible class teachers),
plus interactive instructional materials. Visit us at http://
www.DiscoveryMagazine.com. [The .org and .net suffixes
will take you to our site as well, as we own all three domain
names.] Come visit us at www.ApologeticsPress.org, too.

— Bert Thompson
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